
HOLIDAYS HOMEWORK 

CLASS:-IV

SUB.MATHEMATICS

1. Revise chapter 1(Numbers upto 999999), Chapter 2(Addition and subtraction) Ch-
3(Multiplication)

2. Solve Brain teasers of ch-1,2  and 3 on Assignment sheets.
3. Revise and practice tables 2 to 20.
4. Solve the questions given below on Assignment

(a) How many thousands make one lakh.
(b) Write down numeral which is one more than the greatest 4 digit numeral.
(c) Write standard numeral for :- 70000+7+70.
(d) Write period ,place and place value of 8 in 48124,
(e) Compare the place values of encircled digits in (3),4(3),26.
(f) Form greatest and smallest 5 digit numbers using digits 2,6,1,0,4 only once.
(g) Find the sum of :- 10+101+1000+10001.
(h) Write largest and smallest number of 4 digits in which no digit is repeated and add them.
(i) The difference between 2 numbers is 48,506 and greater on is 1,00,700. Find the smaller 

number
(j) How many months are there in 5 years?
(k) Find the product of :-  2198×125.
(l) What is lost of leveling 26 plot in cost of leveling  of one plot is Rs 800?

                                                                        Subject :- Science

1. Revise Chapter 1,2, and 3 full with assignments.
2. Draw diagrams in Assignment sheet :-

A.  Types of teeth . B. Parts of Plants C. Seasonal fruits and flowers
3. Answer the following questions on Assignment sheet :- 

I. Name the organs which make up the human digestive system?
II. Write some points to protect teeth from decay.

III. Write the correct ways of brushing teeth.
IV. Do you think that eating food from roadside vendors is a healthy option?
V. Give examples of plants having edible roots. List the ways in which they are usually eaten

VI. Have you doen anything to save your environment? Write in your own words.
VII. Make a greeting cards by using dried flowers and leaves and give it to your science 

teacher to aware you about environment.
VIII. Write the names of fruits used for making Jam, Pickles and Chutneys

Subjects English

1. Fill in the given blanks with collective noun.
A. A ___________________ of sticks.
B. A ______________of books
C. A _______________ of singers.
D. A _________________ of flowers.
E. A _______________ of fruit trees.

2. Give one word for a group 
A. A line of people waiting for their turn ____________
B. A group of people watching a show _______________
C. All the teachers in a school with Principal ____________



D. A group of monkey _____________________________
3. Change the genders of given words:-Author , Actor , Landlord , horse, Peacock , Hero Sir , Wizard
4. Complete the story with correct pronoun.

The fox went out on a cold night, And asked the moon to give, ____________ Light , So 
_________ gave_______________ light for_______________ had moles to go, Before 
___________ reached the town oh! Oh.

5. Complete the story with oppropriate preposition Ritika and Saksham were went 
________________ a park . The two ___________ then played _______ some time. Ritika saw a 
little puppy sitting ______ a tree Ritika went near it and picked it up. Saksham was scared 
____________doing that. When Ritika picked up the puppy ___________her hands, it started 
licking her. A thorn ___________ the paw caused a wound there. She removed it and applied 
medicine _________it , and puppy went back ________ the park

6. Write ten lines on ‘ Endangerd Animals`  and make a collage of ‘Endangered Animals`
7. Do page no. 118,119,120 and 121 in practice book.
8. Revise syllabus that has been done in English literature book

Subject :Social Science

Asnwer the following  question on Assignemnt sheets.
1. What is the advantage of a nuclear family?
2. List the things that the children learn from their older family members.
3. Write about the activities of Indu’s grandfather in three sentences.
4. What do the children learn while staying in a joint family?
5. Joint family system is changing very fast ; Explain briefly.
6. Why do Vasudha’s parents feel proud of her?
7. How do the deaf people communicate with others?
8. Write about Louis Braille in four sentences.
9. How do the visually impaired children get education?
10. What was the theme of the Inter-House celebration and how many houses were participated in 

that function?
11. Write about the legend of king Mahakali in four sentences.
12. Write a short paragraph on pulikkal tiger Dance.
13. Name the food items that are cooked on the grand feast called onasadya .
14. Write any five sentences about the Parsis.
15. How did theNehru house present wedding celebrations in varions cultures?
16. How did the Inter-House celebration come to on end?
17. Which house is consideres as on Ideal Home?Explain.
18. Why the door and windows should have curtains?
19. What is the benefit of sunlight for a human body?
20. What is important for a house to live in?




